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Abstract
The spin-transfer torque effect is of great interest for magnetoresistive random access memory
(MRAM) applications. Simultaneously achieving high TMR, low RA product, low critical current for
switching and high thermal stability in MTJ stacks with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy relies on
stack optimization. MR values increase from 20-30% to values in the order of 150% upon annealing at
temperatures in the range 300o C - 400o C. R(H) characterization shows that an in-plane anisotropy in
as deposited samples becomes an out-of-plane easy axis under annealing at intermediate temperatures
of 300o C, and may return to in-plane or become ambiguous due to FM coupling of the free and
reference layers at higher temperatures. R(I) curves show different behaviours, including reversible
transitions between 2 resistive states, but also intermediate stable resistance states, Barkhausen jumps
and high resistance set with applied field, but not with applied current. These indicate a non-coherent
magnetization reversal. Critical current densities Jc , in the order of 2 × 1010 A/m2 , show a correlation
with a spacer material in the stack, having larger Jc for a Ta spacer, while no correlation with a stack
buffer material is extracted. Jc values are considerably lower in the sample with a 1.4nm FL thickness,
in the order of 1 × 109 A/m2 , but FM coupling of the magnetic layers leads to only a low resistance
state a zero current/field.
Keywords: Spin-transfer torque, Current-induced switching, Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy,
Nanofabrication, Magnetic tunnel junction

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and objectives
Nowadays, electronics are a dominating field of
work. In fact, the increase in number of siliconbased processors is exponential[1]. More specifically, the need for more electronic components
in smaller areas motivates the study and development of nanoelectronic components. Spintronics
has been a rewarding area with the development
several types of devices, such as magnetic field sensors and magnetoresistive random access memories
(MRAM).
One of the main disadvantages of conventional
MRAMs, where the magnetization inversion is done
by an applied magnetic field (fig. 1), is the need for
a high applied current for writing operations. While
thermally assisted switching has been explored[2],
the operation time increases due to the need for subsequent cooling of the device. In order to obtain low
switching currents and low operation times, other
alternatives must be explored.
The employment of current induced switching
(CIS) by spin-transfer torque (STT) can lead to low
write power and low write time[3]. A storage device

Figure 1: Comparison between MRAM architectures. Left: Conventional MRAM; Center: Thermally assisted MRAM; Right: Spin-transfer torque
MRAM.
based on this functionality is referred to as STTMRAM. In this scheme, the same electrodes that
are used for reading may be used for writing, leading
to simpler integration. High thermal stability (ratio between energy barrier of magnetization inversion and thermal energy) at small feature sizes can
be achieved by perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
(PMA) of the magnetic layers[4].
The optimization of the materials used and fabrication processes is a crucial point for obtaining
reliable devices for data storage applications.
The work was developed at INESC-MN, and
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the main goal was to demonstrate current-induced
switching (CIS) in magnetic tunnel junctions
 4πt√2m
(MTJ) with PMA, with feature sizes under 1000nm.
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Jullire measured a TMR of 14% in 1975, at a
temperature of 4.2K[5].
Only in 1995 higher
values of TMR were reported by Miyazaki and
Tezuka[6], with 30% at 4.2K and 18% at 300K in
Fe/GeO/Fe junctions, and by Moodera et al, with
24% at 4.2K and 11.8% at 295K, in CoFe/Al2 O3 /Co
junctions[7]. These structures were used for HDD
(hard disk drive) read heads starting in 2004, by
Seagate, and have been employed for this ever since.

Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

MTJ structures based on CoFeB electrodes and
MgO oxide barrier have shown a record TMR
of 604% with an in-plane anisotropy[8], and
have therefore been explored for perpendicular
anisotropy. Ikeda et al have shown that for small
enough thickness of CoFeB, under 1.5nm, the easy
axis lies out of the plane[17]. Three main anisotropy
types can be found in this case: magnetocrystalline
anisotropy favoring the out-of-plane configuration
due to bcc crystalization of the CoFeB films after
annealing, shape anisotropy favoring the in-plane
configuration, and interface anisotropy, predicted to
have an origin in the hybridization of the Fe 3d orbitals and the O 2p orbitals.

The highest reported TMR value at room temperature of 604% was obtained in 2008 by Ikeda
et al, with CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB junctions[8]. However, for full engineered stacks, where layers with
other specific functions are introduced (magnetization pinning, for instance), values of TMR are in
the order of 200%[9, 10]. Junctions based on CoFeB
magnetic layers have been widely studied based on
the high TMR obtained.
1.2.3 Current induced switching - Spintransfer torque
At INESC-MN, MgO-based MTJs are explored
not only for memory applications, but also for magnetic field sensor applications[11, 12]. In 2014, The spin-transfer torque effect was first predicted
a two-step annealing process aimed at increasing in 1996, by Slonczewski[18], and it was reported in
MgO barrier MTJ structures linear responsivity 2000 by Albert et al [19]. Various studies applying
yielded devices with sensitivities up to 0.1%/Oe[13]. this effect for data storage in a STT-MRAM archiMore recently, the breakdown mechanisms were in- tecture, have been reported[17, 20], with several investigated in MgO junctions with feature sizes down dustry giants like TDK, IBM, Samsung and Micron
to 50nm[14]. For a junction with 300nm feature presenting demonstrations. In 2014, TDK showed
size, a TMR of 123.9%, R × A of 7.0Ωµm2 and crit- STT-MRAMs with TMR over 150% and high therical switching current density of 1.4 × 1010 A/m2 mal stability (E/Kb T = 100) at room temperature
in devices with dimensions under 40nm, with therwere obtained.
mal stability being observed until 400o C[21]. In
The first demonstration of a MRAM with a MTJ 2016, IBM and Samsung focused on write error
cell was in 1996[15]. In 1999, the first chip demon- rates in STT-MRAM structures. The write error
strations based on MRAMs were done by IBM, with rate measures the probability that a given critical
a capacity of 1kbit, and by Motorola, with a ca- current with a given pulse width will not switch
pacity of 512kbit. Nowadays, chips with capacities the magnetization direction, typically due to therover 1Gbit and areal densities of 256Mb/cm2 , can mal fluctuations of the magnetization. They showed
be fabricated[1]. However, these MRAM structures a write error rate of 10−6 in devices with dimenare based on reversal by current-generated magnetic sions ranging from 11nm to 50nm, with applied
fields, and for small area junctions the need for current pulses of 10ns[22]. In 2017, IBM, Samhigh applied fields leads to high power consump- sung and Micron recurred to a double MTJ struction. Therefore, low write current and small area ture in order to reduce the critical current to 8µA
alternatives are being researched.
at pulses of 10ns, with a write error rate of 10−9
Tunneling through a barrier can be modeled by in 11nm junctions[23]. The critical current density
Simmons’ model[16], assuming symmetrical elec- for switching Jc is given by, in a monodomain approach:
trodes:
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where e is the electron charge, α is the Gilbert
damping parameter, µ0 is the vacuum permeability, Ms is the saturation magnetization, Hef f is the
effective magnetic field, t is the free layer thickness,
η is the spin polarization of the current and ~ is
Planck’s reduced constant.
However, if the magnetization reversal is not single domain-like, owing to domain related processes,
a smaller effective volume (activation volume) can
Figure 2: Example of resistance measurement with
be reversed. This volume can be calculated as:
permanent magnet, showing where face 1 and face
η~Ic
(4) 2 are put close to the sample, as well as where the
Vact =
4αeKu
magnet is removed.
where Ic is the critical current and Ku is the effective anisotropy constant.
500ms pulses. The current was increased from 0A to
2. Experimental details
a maximum current value Imax and then decreased
Full pMTJ stacks, provided by an external col- to a minimum (negative) value Imin , and then relaboration, with the structure Si substrate/seed/ turned to 0. The maximum and minimum currents
[Co(0.5)/ Pt(0.2)]6 / Co(0.6)/ Ru(0.8)/ Co(0.6)/ were increased slowly, until a significant variation
[Pt(0.2)/ Co(0.5)]3 / Pt(0.2)/ reference layer separa- of resistance was verified, to avoid dielectric breaktion / FeCoB(1)/ MgO/ FeCoB(1.3)/ free layer en- down of the samples at considerable currents. The
hancement / MgO/ cap (nominal thicknesses in nm) current was applied from the top to the bottom elecwere nanofabricated into nanopillars with diameters trode in all samples.
ranging between 50nm and 1000nm at the INESCMN cleanroom environment, by e-beam lithogra- 3. Results
phy (RAITH150) and ion beam etching (N3600). 3.1. Magnetotransport measurements
Samples were annealed under vacuum at different The resistance measurements with a permanent
temperatures after nanofabrication, with tempera- magnet are shown in fig. 3, for different annealing
ture increase during 55min, and keeping the defined temperatures, for sample FL 1.3nm, W/Ta. The
annealing temperature during 80min, and with no nanopillar nominal diameter for all measurements
is 450nm.
applied magnetic field.
The as deposited samples showed a behaviour
Samples differ in free layer thickness (either
1.3nm or 1.4nm) and specific layers within the consistent with an in-plane efective anisotropy,
stack, that will be referred to as spacer and buffer where the resistance has intermediate values belayers (either W or Ta). Therefore, the notation for tween the high and low measured resistances, when
samples will be FL [thickness in nm], buffer/spacer. the magnet is removed. This observation is conCharacterization methods consist of R(H) charac- sistent with previous results[24], and indicates that
terization by application of a perpendicular to plane the interface anisotropy is not enough to achieve an
field with a permanent magnet, and resistance mea- out-of-plane easy axis prior to annealing. The pressurement with applied current. R(H) characteriza- ence of boron near the barrier hinders the interface
tion consists in the measurement of the electrical anisotropy. The offset of this ”zero-field resistance”
resistance, in a 4-point probe configuration, while from the average between the high and low resisa permanent magnet with a field of 926 ± 28 Oe tances is attributed to a ferromagnetic coupling beat the surface center is approximated to the sam- tween the free and reference layers.
ple and then removed. The resistance is measured
Upon annealing, the behaviour changes drastiwhen the magnet is approximated and after it is re- cally. Between 300o C and 320o C, the behaviour is
moved, for each face (1 and 2) of the magnet. A that which is expected of an MTJ with an out-ofrepresentative curve is presented in fig. 2, where plane easy axis, where, after the field is applied to
the points where each magnet face is put close to invert the magnetization into the P/AP state and
the sample and removed is indicated.
then removed, the resistance is kept low/high. The
Resistance-current loop measurements were done diffusion of boron away from the barrier enhances
recurring to a 4-point probe system, where the cur- the interface anisotropy, and ultimately reorients
rent application and voltage measurement were con- the easy direction from the stack plane to a pertrolled by software. The current was applied in pendicular axis.
Jc =

3

At 360o C, when the magnet is removed, the resistance is the same as the low resistance, independently of whether the field was applied with face 1
or 2. This is indicative of a relatively strong ferromagnetic coupling between the free and reference
layers, in the sense that it overcomes the anisotropy
energy to invert the magnetization even when no
magnetic field is applied. A consequence of this is
that the easy direction becomes ambiguous under
this characterization method.
At 400o C, the ”zero-field resistance” after applying a field in the P direction and removing it is consistent with the low/P resistance, while that measured after applying a field in the AP direction and
removing it is an intermediate resistance. This does
not coincide with either of the in-plane or out-ofplane cases. This indicates that the magnetization
reversal is not coherent, and domain-related inversion mechanisms, such as nucleation, are dominant.
For samples FL 1.3nm, Ta/W and FL 1.4nm,
W/W, similar measurements were made. For the
sample FL 1.3nm, Ta/W, at annealing temperatures of 300o C, 320o C, 340o C and 380o C, a behaviour similar to that observed in sample FL
1.3nm, W/Ta at annealing temperatures of 300o C
and 320o C, showing a perpendicular easy axis. For
sample FL 1.4nm, W/W, the easy configuration is
ambiguous from this type of measurement at annealing temperatures of 300o C and 340o C, but a
behaviour similar to that observed in as deposited
samples is achieved at annealing temperatures of
360o C, indicating an easy plane configuration.
The MR is consistently increased with annealing
over 300o C, from values in the 20-30% range to ∼
150%, owing to tunneling coherence achieved under
MgO crystallization[25].

(a)

(b)

3.2. Current-induced switching
3.2.1 Representative R(I) curves

(c)

An example resistance measurement for sample FL
1.3nm, W/Ta, annealed at 300o C is shown in fig.
5. For this sample, at this annealing temperature
only, the resistance shown at a given current I corresponds to a measurement where the current I is
applied, and then the resistance is measured with a
small current of 100 µA (see fig.4). The inset values
of M R and RA correspond to the values measured
with the permanent magnet, and the indicated diameter is the nominal nanopillar diameter.
Step-like curves are observed, showing intermediate stable resistance states between those measured
with the permanent magnet. These are reminis(d)
cent of Barkhausen jumps[26], where local defects
Figure 3: Resistance measurements with permanent affect the magnetization inversion locally. The actimagnet of sample 1.3nm, W/Ta, at different anneal- vation volume was calculated for these curves with
ing temperatures, for a fixed nanopillar diameter of eq. 4, using the current applied to set a high resistance and the current applied to set the lowest
450nm.
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(a)

resistance, and an effective anisotropy constant of
0.21 M J/m3 [17], α = 0.01 and η = 0.5, while effective volumes are calculated from the effective diameter, resulting from RA values measured after the
nanofabrication.
Activation volumes are estimated to be smaller
than the effective volume in these nanopillars,
pointing to a subvolume activation.
R(I) curves for samples annealed at 320o C show
a consistent behaviour. A representative curve is
shown in fig. 6.
The sample is put in a high resistance state with
the permanent magnet. When the magnet is removed, the resistance is measured to be in the AP
state. When the current is increased, the resistance
decreases slowly, due to the tunneling effect, until
it drops to a low resistance state, consistent with
the P state resistance previously measured with the
permanent magnet. When the current is further increased, a resistance increase is observed, expected
to be a P to AP resistance switching. Decreasing of
the current shows a decrease of the resistance back
to the P state resistance, and further decreasing of
the current into negative values and return to zero
current does not affect the resistance significantly.
Putting the opposite face of the magnet close to the
sample, removing it and then measuring the same
current values, the resistance was observed to coincide with the low resistance branch.
The sample was put under a high magnetic field
of 1T , or 800 kA/m (permanent magnet from annealing setup), in the perpendicular direction, in
both ”up” and ”down” directions, and then the
resistance-current loop was measured in the same
conditions. Similar results were observed.
Two representative R(I) curves for samples with
FL 1.3nm, Ta/W, annealed at 300o C are shown in
fig. 7.
In the top curve, a similar behaviour to that observed in sample FL 1.3nm, W/Ta at an annealing temperature of 320o C is shown. In the bottom
curve, clear switching with applied current between
high and low resistances is observed, with switching from a low to high resistance at positive currents
and a switching from high to low resistance at negative currents, in agreement with the expectations
within a single domain-like magnetization reversal
assumption.
Comparing the two curves, one can observe that
the behaviour is comparable in the sense that a
switching from a high to low resistance is observed
at negative currents, as well as a switching from low
to high resistance at positive currents.
For comparison, a curve from a previously measured sample, with a FL with 1.3nm thickness, and
buffer/spacer of W/W, annealed after stack deposition at 400o C, is shown in fig. 8.

(b)

Figure 4: Measurement method for resistance states
(pulse width=500ms). Left: measurement method
for resistance state at given current; Right: cycle
for measurement of all resistance states for a given
sample.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Resistance states for nanopillar of sample w/ FL 1.3nm, W/Ta, annealed at 300o C, with
nominal diameter of 500nm. Top: Resistance measured at small current after given current is applied;
Bottom: Resistance measurements at small current
after applying current indicated in legend.
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Clear switching from high to low and low to
high
resistance is observed, with only two resisNom. diameter Effective volume Activation volume
tance states. In this ideal case, a single domain−22
3
−22
3
700 nm
6.8×10
m 6
4.44×10
m
like approach explains the observed result, with
550 nm
4.58×10−22 m3
2.39×10−22 m3
the magnetization being in the parallel and anti500 nm
3.92×10−22 m3
2.83×10−22 m3
parallel configurations for low/high resistance states
Table 1: Estimated activation volumes for nanopil- respectively, and a steep switching being observed
lars with FL 1.3nm, W/Ta, annealed at 300o C, between the two states, characteristic of coherent
compared with effective volumes.
magnetization reversal.
3.2.2

Critical current/current density results

Two critical current values are taken, when possible, from the obtained R(I) curves: an I− , corresponding to a transition from a high to a low resistance when the current is decreased, and an I+ ,
corresponding to a transition from a low resistance
to a high resistance when the current is increased.
When the transition is not imediate, the average
value is taken, and the ambiguity of the value is
taken into account in the experimental error. Fig.
9 indicates the I− and I+ in representative curves.
To remove the FM coupling contribution, the
measured critical current is calculated as:
Figure 6: Example R(I) curve of sample w/ FL
1.3nm, W/Ta, annealed at 320o C.

I+ − I−
(5)
2
The calculated Ic values for samples FL 1.3nm,
W/Ta and FL 1.3nm, Ta/W are shown in fig. 10.
For sample 8, critical current values could only be
calculated for an annealing temperature of 300o C,
and therefore are only compared later with other
samples.
Note that the measured critical current values increase with increasing nanopillar diameter, as was
expected for a constant critical current density.
The comparison of the critical current density between different spacer/buffer materials and between
1.3nm and 1.4nm FL thicknesses is done in fig. 11.
The annealing temperature is fixed as 300o C, with
(a)
the exception of the sample FL 1.3nm, W/W, that
was annealed post-deposition at 400o C.
Jc values in the order of 2 × 1010 A/m2 are
obtained. Comparing with state-of-the-art values
for CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB PMA junctions[17], where
values in the order of 109 A/m2 are reported, higher
critical current densities are generally observed.
This is related to the pillar dimensions being larger
than those usually studied for STT applications.
The dynamics are dominated by domain movement
and non-coherent rotation, where processes are always irreversible.
(b)
Although the sample FL 1.3nm, W/W was ano
Figure 7: Example curves of sample w/ FL 1.3nm, nealed at 400 C while the others were annealed at
o
o
300 C, a correlation is observed between the critiTa/W, annealed at 300 C.
cal current density Jc and the spacer. For a spacer
of Ta, the Jc values are generally larger than for
Ic =

6

Figure 8: R(I) curve measured for sample w/ FL
1.3nm, W/W, annealed post deposition at 400o C.

(a)

(b)
(a)

Figure 9: I− and I+ values indicated in representative curves.

(b)
(a)

Figure 11: Critical current density Jc calculated from R(I) measurements, as a function of
buffer/spacer structure (top) and of free layer thickness (bottom).

(b)

Figure 10: Calculated Ic values from R(I) measurements of sample w/ FL 1.3nm, W/Ta (top) and
Ta/W (bottom), for the tested annealing temperatures.
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a spacer of W, possibly owing to enhanced PMA.
No particular correlation is observed between the
Jc values and the buffer material.
For a FL thickness of 1.4nm, the measured Jc
values are significantly smaller. The expected result
was either a smaller critical current or an in-plane
easy configuration, owing to the smaller interface
PMA.
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